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Don't forget

.

EasterVacation
April 6-14

E• Days are. here again!
,
=

~

Welcol11e everybody

Welcome to Montana Tech's ers at Montana Tech - their
Engineering Days. E-Days, as tools, techniques,
and their
it is popularly called, is spons- dreams. The purpose of todays
ored by the Anderson-Carlisle
E-Days is the same.
!Sr:OENT
UNION
Society. They have been busy
The Amplifier is your official
,
for the last severl weeks mak- program and includes a list of
ing and carrying out their plans exhibits, a brief description of •
so that E-Days will be a suc- each exhibit and the location
cess.
of the exhibit, together with a
~
>I
."
o
:;
E-Days was first started in map of the campus, Every de,
.
~
<')
~
1956 to acquaint the public with partment of the college has an
.,,.
\ the many and varied activities
exhibit and is open to your ex~
I
and educational offerings avail- amination,
able at Montana Tech and to
Mostl of the exhibits are pre"
give a glimpse of the engine- pared on a department basis
and are complete with models,
.
demonstrations,
lectures, and
various displays. The exhibits
depict the offerings of the de"The past - the Present partment
or of a particular
and the Future" is the theme career field.
of the Montana Tech library
In addition to the departdisplay.
mental displays the newly re"The Past" is the review of modeled library, and the Min75 years of Montana Tech, his- eral Museum are open for your
tory as traced in newspaper
inspection. The Mineral Club,
articles, college publications,
-Petroleum
a student organization, has its
-Chemistry
photographs,
documents,
and lapidary shop open and is comThe Petroleum
department
The Chemistry Department
accounts of some of the out- plete with students cutting and
will have numerous displays
is presenting a programmed
standing personalities. among polishing gems.
experiments,
exhibit which introduces the plus Laboratory
the faculty and alumni. The
On Saturday, the final day of
viewer to general conc~pts, of as their' contributions to the collection displayed in a series
the Science Fair is being held
E-Days
celebration.
As
usual
chemistry,' and the- a~ph~a~lOn
of glass cases, consists of hisof chemistry to today s living. they plan to run their pumping torical items and original photo- in the gym. Sunday afternoon
the' Montana Tech Band is givA dramatic example.?f
the unit south of the S.U.B. and also graphs.
ing a concert in the Copper
to
build
and
display
a
waterchanges arising in th~ ;f1e1d of
"The present" is the colorful Lounge at 1:30 p.m.
well
drilling
rig.
In
addition
chemistry is an exhibit comnew library reading room, and
We urge you to take time and
paring the laboratory. appar- three model drilling rigs will mezzanine floor constructed in
see as many of the exhibits as
be
displayed
showing
the
transatus of 75 years ago WIth that
an extensive remodeling pro- is possible. Both students and
ition from the old to the modern.
ject recently completed. Also faculty are present to answer
of today.
A Schlumberger log 'print out
In addition to th~ exhibits, machine, valued at $20,000 will' featured are the library re- any questions you may have.
various movies showm~ re~ent also be in operation along with sources and the indexes, and . If you are a prospective student
bibliographies
which provide feel especially free to inquire
achievements made in the field numerous
miscellaneous
disthe key to locating scientific into the educational programs
of chemistry will be presentad
plays. A film will be shown
technical
information.
every hour in _R~om 216 of the regularly throughout the day and
or student life at Montana Tech.
These are largely based on
If you get. tired and need a
'Metallurgy BUlldmg.
entitled "Alaska Drilling".
computer indexing.
rest,
refreshments
are being
Lab
experiments
will
consist
Chemistry is
growing field
"The Future" is represented I served b y the
Associated
filled with excitement,
chal- of material such as distellation
by a display of material indilenge and unlimited rewards as apparatus" plastic making kits, cating the trend toward new Women students in the Copper
Lounge.
a gas calorimeter, gas density
is clearly shown in this year's
Enjoy yourself and thank you
equipment', and an operating media in communication and
exhibit.
the development of college and for showing your interest in
house consumption meter.
university libraries into a na- Montana Tech by attending
The dIsplay will be on the
tional information network.
E-Days.
second floor of the Metalurgy
-Mining
. Building.
The Mining Department will
have an outdoor display of underground rock moving methods
-Mineral Dressing
and equipment. Standard air
,The Mineral Dressing Depart- and electric machinery will be
Display
Location
ment will have displays rep- used to simulate a drag stope
Chemistry -........-.-,..-:_.._..,__
._ Metallurgy Building
resenting the various phases and mucking machine dram
of minerals beneficiation ~nd point. The exhibit will be loEngineering Science ...-..-. Petroleum Building
displays on mineral dressing cated by the old barracks=above
Geology ,---....,-..-..__
.__
,
. Main Hall
the stadium. Observa:tion points
research,
Geophysics
--.----.
__
.
._
..,_
..
.._ Petroleum Building
and explanatory signs will be
The recent research equip- placed around the display, and
Humanities ..-..--.--.-.._... Main Hall
ment displays will include el~c- personnel will be on hand to
Library ..,......, - -,---~--__ _ Museum & Library. BUilding
tronic devices for electrokin- explain the operation in detail.
Mathematics - - ..._ __
. Main Hall
etic determination
and Zer~At the engineering Building
Metallurgy
..,
,
,
.._
.._
..__
.
. Metallurgy Building
point determinations: ~n addi- a small gold mine will be in
Mineral
Club
--,
-,-._
.
. Second Floor, Mill Building
tion there will be exhibits show- operation in the tunnels. Lamps,
ing how particle size, shape, and hats sample sacks and guide
Mineral Dressing -.- _.. Metallurgy Building
specific gravity affects concen- services win be provided. VarMining Engineering
Engineering Building,
tration procedures.
ious rich veins have been loTunnels, and parking lot
cated and will be available for
west of the Copper Lounge
Much of the equipment that sampling.
Montana Tech Band ..--,-.. Copper Lounge, 1:30 p.m.
will be displayed is research
Upstairs in the Engineering
Sunday
sized equipment, Gravity sep- Building, the usual displays of
Petroleum Engineering _.._ Petroleum Building
,
aration equipment,
cyclones, mine models and methods can
jigs, flotation cells, separatl~g- be observed. In addition, equipPhysics -..-.-.-..--.--------..-.__
.__
.__Petroleum Building
tables and various crushers will
(Continued on Page 4)
be shown and operated.
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Library 'hns exhibit
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Departments display equiPlJlent, wo,rk
-Meta'urgy
Metallurgy deals with the extraction, refining, alloying, casting and fabrication of metals.
This encqmpassess
a rather
broad range of activities and
knowledge. The Metallurgy Department at Montana Tech has
therefore a variety of equipment which is on display and
which can be explained to the
interested visitor.
Amongst the apparatus which
can be seen are x-ray diffraction equipment, a 'modest electron microscopy facility, a liquid nitrogen generator, microscopes furnaces, testing machines fdr hardness and strength,
DTA apparatus, electrobalance,
crystal growing, furnace, and
many miscellaneous items.
Simple demonstrations of the
role of these items in metallurgical
engineering
are
planned.

-Ceology
The geology Department will
have exhibits on four major
areas of geology and a slide
shown on summer jobs for
geologists.
,
, The Mineralogy exhibit will
Include a display of minerals,
crystals, flourescent minerals
and blowpipe analysis of minerals.
Hydrogeology will have exh ibits on the Butte Valley
fround water study, analytical
aboratory, and the water well
Code system.
Petroleum Geology will inclUde displays of fossils and
their Use to a geologist, representative core sections, well
logs, Differential Thermal AnalYsis, aerial photos, and several
tnodels.
Mining geology will feature
the various "tools" a mining
geologist uses to prospect, exPlore, develop and finally mine
a mineral deposit.

a

ENGINEERING DAYS
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What Can you do?

A reader speeks his' mind

Student

Listening to people discuss ondlv, if yOU do not plan to
the problems of our school graduate here, Montana Tech
brings to mind a quotation of has enabled you to get two or
former
President
Kennedy, three years of your' college ed"Ask not what the country can ucation while living at hoine.
do for you but ask what you This is substantia} savings in
can do for your country." We the cost of room and board. In
could rephrase this to say, other words, Montana Tech has
"Ask not what Montana Tech made it possible for you, a stucan do for you but instead dent to obtain all or part of'your
what can you do for Montana higher education. You would
remtmber, of course, that most
Tech."
In .answer to the first part of the cost of your higher edof the question "What can Mon- ucation is paid by the taxpayers
tana Tech do for you?" we can of Montana. If you were to do
to catch the sound of Marcus say several things: First, when a bit of thinking, you would
Claus arriving in the basement you graduate from this insti- remember that what has been
in his 10 ton Granby mine tution. you will find that Mon- provided. by the taxpayers is
car, drawn by eight shiny mine tana Tech has establishtd a rep- many, many times greater than
motors, with Rudolph, the Red- utation for its graduates so that what you have personally paid
Nosed Swamper in the fore. We your starting salary will be for your education.
were never sure we heard him, approximately $50.00,a month
Now, what have you done for
but when we bounced out of higher than the average start- Montana Tech? Have you atbed the next morning and ing salaries over the U.S. Sec- tended the convocations to show
rushed into the living room,
that you were supporting your
what a sight! Presents piled
school? Or perhaps have you
under the headframe,
gaily
told a few prospective students
wrapped in burlap, our mine
about the school, what it can
boots, hanging on the fireplace
offer and that it has providtd
overflowing with little goodies,
YOuwith what you needed for
and the table piled high with
your education? Have you conJIM LEIFER
The Butte Symphony will pre- tributed to class discussions or
candy.
sent a concert Sunday, April 7, have you merely sat there and
After we unwrapped ourpresents we all bundled into the car in the Montana Tech Auditor- grumbled, about over-work or
Dear Students:
are invited to not liking the course?
and went up to the Mines to . ium.Students
Engineering Days are upon us
see the displays. Great times/to attend.
We could go on and on but,
again
and for the first time this
The
soloist
will
be
Patricia
be a kid. We used to spend all
of course, no school can please
year
each
and every student
day Saturday looking at all the Ori, .soprano.
all of the students all of the
The program will .consist of time. I can only say that if ev- can become an active partiCdisplays and then go back Sunipant. During E-days the entire
over- eryone was completely happy
day to see our favorites again. the "LaGazza Ladra"
student body can' help in disture by Rossini, a selection for with what they saw, there
Just Great!
playing our school to the pubI was always sad to see Mon- "II Trovatore" by. Verdi, and would be no progress anywhere.
lic. We have one of the best
day roll around, but there were a "Norwegian Suite" by Scytte.
Going a little further, I think
engineering schools in the counalways a lot of great memories Mrs. Ori will be heard in songs we should not stop with talkfrom opera and operatta,
try
and now is the time when
to look back on.
ing about what the students
Mrs. Ori is a graduate of themselves should do for Mon- we can show the public how
That's why I always look
proud we are of 'Montana Tech.
forward to E-Days with 'a lot .of Northwestern University and is .tana Tech but go a little further
Many of you will find E-Days
anticipation. I hope all of you presently on the faculty fo West- to say, what have you as a
enjoy your E-Days as much as ern College in Dillon. She has staff member of Montana Tech very educational and rewarding
I intend to enjoy mine. Merry been heard twice before with done for your employer? Have by participating in one of the
the orchestra and in numerous you tried in a calm and organ- departmental displays. '
E-Days, everyone!
programs in the area.
Another aspect for the Freshized way to change the things
The program begins at 2:30. that did not please you, or have
men and Sophomores to look at
Activity cards should be shown you merely sat back and grumis the chance to visit the varat the door.
ious
departments on campus.
bled that "they don't play ball
Ernest Bond
You
can
see what each departthe way I like to play ball."
ment does in the mineral inAlso, have you actively particThe' fund, is now going to be
ipated in extra-curricular ac- dustry. Many. Freshmen whO
used. A plaque honoring his
Letters to the Editor on
tivities that are a part of your , have not decided which field
memory will be put up next to
any and all subjects are
school such as sponsoring an' he or she wants to enter can
the books in the library that
welcome and will be printed
organization,
chaperoning
a get a big helping hand during
E-Days in making UDhis mind.
were donated from Dr. Smith's
at the discretion of the edidance, or doing some public
The Juniors and Seniors can
estate. This is' but a small extorial staff. Letters can be
relations to improve the 'image
use E-Days to promote their
penditure. The rest of 'the money
written under a pseudonym,
of Montana Tech or cause a
will be used to buy two special
but the author must be
student to enroll here . . . ? department and maybe they can
hustle a few new prospects into
.clocks for use in playing chess,
known to the Editor.
.
DON'T JUST SIT THERE,
their department.
and to establish an Adam J.
DO SOMETlllNG!
,_
J
We must all remember durSmith Memorial Award to the
Charles Herndon
ing E-Days that our prime motstudent who becomes the chess
ive is informing and pleasing
champ for the year. This
the public. E-Days gives oUf
.award will be made every year.
school a chance to promote betIf more funds are necessary to
ter community-college relations.
perpetuate the award in followTo the student it can be eding years, an' entry fee will be
ucational and enjoyable. and
instituted to cover the new excan give every student a chance
penses. Any further contribu. to help himself and our shcooltion to the fund will be grateLet's all get out and support
fully accepted from any 'organE-Days and most of all partiCization or individual.
ipate in the E-Days activitiesJim Liefer
-.

President

by L. C. Hoffman

Speaks

Hurray for E-Days! I thought
they'd never get here, but here
they are.
Christmas and E-Days have
always been rriy two favorite
holidays. Especially E-Days. I
can remember; when I was just
a little kid, how exciting E-Days
were. People bustling about
buying presents, stocking their
pantries, sending E-Day cards
to all their friends. On nearly
every street corner downtown
you could find one of Marcus
Claus' helpers, ringing a bell
for charity.
Everyone
was
friendly and the cry of "Merry
E-Days"
rang through the
streets.
,
My family used to go out
about two weeks early and select a nice, full, straight headframe for the front room. After
it was decorated I always
thought it was the most beautiful thing in the world, little
multi-colored beakers glinting
in the light from the diffraction gratings, mill balls swaying gently, and the whole frame
looped 'round and 'round with
hose and cable. Beautiful. And
the crowning touch was a big
shining hard hat on the very top,
We used to go out E-Days eve
and sing E-Days carols around
the town until we were just too
tired to sing any' more. Then
we'd go and have some E-Days
cheer with our friends at Uncle
Eddy's (sigh): Those were the
days.
And I can remember, how,
tired as we were, we used to
lie awake E-Days eve, hoping

BOND'S EYE VI EW

Orchestra to play
here on April 7

,

Some of us still have vivid
memories of Montana Tech's
all-time champion chess player.
Many of us can still remember
the sting of his biting humor
when one of his classes needed
a shot in the grade book. Expert on many subjects, including math,
thermodynamics,
chess, philosophy, and others,
this man took Montana Tech
and her students and· made
them his home and family. This
was Dr. A. J. Smith, who was
head of our math department
for many years.
For this reason, an Adam J.
Smith memorial fund was, created at the time of his death
so that something could be established here on campus for
his students, whom he loved,
to remember him by.
"-

--
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SHOULD HAVE S~EN HIM CRINGE WHEN I TO!..D
HIM JUST WHAT HE COLJL_O00 WITH HIS COLH<~E:./I
.

4

The International Ball will
be held on Thursday, April 4
from 9 p.m. to 12 o'clock. It is
formal for the women and semiformal for the men. Men are
requested not to buy corsages
for their dates.
Exotic food from many different lands will be served at
the dance. The food is being
prepared by members of the
International Club, sponsors of
the dance.
Circle K Sweetheart, Linda
Tretheway will be crowned.
Music will be furnished by TonY'
biFronzo .
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Steve Bauer presents paper
at AAGP and SEG meeting

Page
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Band to present Concert, Sunday

In conjunction with E-Days
the Montana Tech Band will
present a concert this Sunday
March 31 at 1:30 p.m. in the
Copper Lounge.
The program
will feature
marchs,concert
music and pop
music. Old standards such as
Fillmore's Americans We and
Bagley's
National
Emblem,
modern arrangements of Joshua
and Saints in Concert, and popular hits such as Music to Watch
Girls By will provide a varied
and interesting concert.
The band is directed by Mr.
Joe Tretheway ..Bob Hutt is student director and Pete Knudsen
is business manager. Professor
W. J. Van Matre is faculty
advisor.
Recent Performance
. The band performed
for
school convocations in Whitehall and Twin Bridges on March
15. These were the first per•
Steve Bauer is shown at the central control unit of the Anaconda formances of the band before
Company computer. During the course of his research, Steve used hizh school convocations.
this computer and Tech's for a total of more than 500 hours.
Professor
Charles Herndon
acted as master of ceremonies
during the performance
and
On March 29, Steve Bauer, of the findings of a research
a ~unior in Geophysical Engine- project Steve has conducted for spoke to the students about engenng, will present a paper at the past year. Briefly, he has ineering carreers and the liberal
~he joint meeting of the Amer- found several techniques which
will help a mining company to
IGcanAssociation of Petroleum
.eologists (AAPG) and the So- find ore, and which will give
Deadline
c~ety of Exploration Geophysi- a rough picture of what the Nomination
~sts.(SE<?-); Professor John Mc- ore deposit looks like before
set for Student Council
ashn WIll acompany him to it is drilled.
His research is based on cerBakersfield, California where
The deadline for nomination
tain radio waves which are af- petition
the paper will be delivered.
for 1968-69 Student
F'ollowing the meeting, the text fected by an ore deposit. Geo- Council office is April 17. Spring
of his paper, entitled "A Com- physicists have known for years Semester elections will be held
that these radio waves indicate
Puter Approach to Electrornagon the first Wednesday in May,
l1eti~ Data Analysis", will be the presence of an ore bodv, "M" Day.
but the waves are affected in
PublIshed in the AAPG Journal.
Steve may be the first under- such a complicated manner
For
acceptance,
petitions
that they could not tell exactly
graduate to deliver a technical
should be signed by 10 members
Paper at the meeting.
where or how good the ore of the present student body,
--.!!!e paper will set forth some should be. Many attempts had and should be turned in to Dean
been made to solve these prob- Stoltz or Jim Leifer, present
lems but with little success. . Student Body President. CandStUdent Council meets
St~ve proposed and investi. The A.S.M.T. have been mak- gated a new approach to the idates for president and 'vicepresident must have been in
Ing plans for several student
problem -which is more diffi~ctivities in the meetings of cult and complicated than prev- attendance at Montana Tech for
eb. 12 and 21. Involved in the ious attempts, but which seems a minimum of'two years, including the year of candidacy, and
dISCUssionsare E-Days, Engine- to work well.
must have accumulated
suf ..
~hrs Ball, Senior Banqutt, and
The research was originally ficient credits to qualify as a
e constitution revision.
begun in June, last summer,
Two hundred dollars was ap- under a $1,000 research grant junior or senior in good standfropriated for use by the AIME by the Anaconda Company. Mr. ing in the year in which he
or E-Days. The Engineers Ball John Marshall, associate pro- seeks office.
~as set for March 23 with the fessor of Geophysics at Tech,
A candidate for secretary or
enior Class as sponsor. One has served as project advisor, delegate of the A.S.M.T., as well
h~ndred seventy-five
dallars
and Mr. John McCaslin, head as a candidate for president or
\VIIIbe spent for this. Thirty
of the Physics Department and vice-president, must be an ac~oII.ars was also set up for priz- Director of the Computer Cen- five member of the student body
s In the Best Beard Contest.
ter has made the school's facil- during the year of his candidacy
f Mrs. Alt requested $300 more iti~s available to the project.
and must not be on academic
r the speech team to enable
During the winter, the research
probation.
t ~rn to make two in-state
has been continued under a
rIPS. Jack Hartz made the $1,500 grant by Barringer Rerotion that $150 be given and search, Lta., a Canadian geoh~ rest added later in the year.
physical company.
13 or the Senior Father-Son
Although pages of equations
a.anquet, Jack Sutey requested
are involved, the biggest probnd received $150.
q Twenty dollars was also re- lem in the research was not in
The College of Great Falls
s Uested and granted for cor- developing the formulas, but
was the host this week for the
bages for mothers of the senior in reducing them to a form that
could be worked on the school's
Montana Intercollegiate Speech
aSketball players.
computer. For example, the Tournament.
Eight Montana Tech students,
computer ran for forty hours
over the Thanksgiving holiday under the supervision of Mrs.
Newman Club receives
weekend before it broke down. Alt, participated in the tourn,,",oney for search
ament, which was held TuesSince then, mathematical tricks
C?he Montana Tech Newma~
have reduced the number of day and Wednesday, March 26
fif~b Was presented a check for calculations at least a million and 27:
cil Y dollars by the State Coun- times while improving accurTech was represented in the
'l'h of the Knights of Columbus.
Freshman debate division by
acy, yet the school's computer
l\tik check was presented by still couldn't handle all the cal- True Trueax, Sheila Musgrove,
1(n'e Courtney,
the Grand
culations. In the last week of and Tim Christie.
Participating
in the oratory
tno1ght of the Butte Council. The February, the Anaconda Comp\Vh~~y was used for the search
any allowed him to use their division were True Trueax, Bill
tra~c .was held at Girl's Cen- computer, which is about 135 Norton, and Lonnie Mollberg.
ter bIIlgh School during semes- times faster than the model The winner of this class adSOl' reak. The search was sponat Montana Tech. In all, about vances to National competition.
,Students with oral interpreNe~d by the Montana Tech $,3500 in computer time was
by ~an Club, but was attended donated to the project by the tation readings were Karen
ta.ns udents from Western Mon- Anaconda Company. Montana Williams, Janine Alley; and
andat~ollege and Carroll College Tech's contribution for Febru- Lonnie Mollberg. Extemporan'l'h e Butte Business College. ary alone, was the commercial eous speaking participants were
Off~ check was presented to the equivalent of $10,000 in comput- Sheila Musgrove, Tim Christie,
lcers of the Newman Club.
and Jim Sever.
er time.
o

th

Tech speakers
hit the trail

The band, conducted by Joe Tretheway,
Whitehall recently
0

'arts program at Montana Tech.
Four high school graduates
of Whitehall and Twin Bridges
who are members of the Tech
Band spoke on their experiences at Montana Tech.
The Montana Tech Band was
formed in the fall of 1964. Since
then' the band has grown considerably both in size and popularity. Of the twenty seven

presented

a concert at

-

members, six are in their third
year with the band, ten are in
their second year and ten in
their first year. Eleven of the
seventeen who returned as veterans this year have been on
the honor roll. This proves that
the band does not detract from
the student's grades .. The band
is Wholesome, clean fun plus
a credit to our school.'

The Montana Tech Boosters
Present

Century Club Members
i: Support those who support Tech
Th = Anaconda Co.
Forrest H. Anderson,
Attorney General
J. K. Archibald
Ashton Engraving Co.
Gov. Tim Babcock.
Butte Machinery Co.
Butte Business Machines
Carr O'Neill Brokerage
Davidson Grocery Company
Don's Office Machine Co.
Downey Drug
First National Bdnk
The Floor Store ;'
H. A. Frank Co.
Grand Hotel
Dr. James E. McGreevey
First Metals Bank
The .Miners Bank of Montana
The Montana Power Co
Mtn. States Tel & Tel Co.
Newland and Blinn
Prudential Federal
Savings & Loan
Safeway Stores
The Toggery
Treasure State
Sporting Goods, Inc.
Don Ulrich Insurance
Allstate Ins. Co.
Butte Academy of
Beauty Culture
John J Savage & Mose
Roberts

PENNEY'S
101 West Park Street
BUTTE'S FASTEST
DEPARTMENT
Charge,

Cash,

CROWINC
STORE

Lay Away, Time Pay

.

Don & AI is The
Hair Styling
at

NEW

Name

THE LEN WATERS
MUSIC CENTER
YOUR BEST MUSIC and
INSTRUMENT
SERVICE

1 19 North Main St.
PHONE 792-7344

Butte

~Flynn's

is The Game

Park Florists

the

MONOCRAM

BARBER

Ellis Office Supply
Finlen Hotel & Motor Inn
Genzberger & Lynch
Keene's Shoe Co.
Bronco Mal;lovich
Robert L. Prigge, CPA
'
Urban L. Roth
George Steele & Company
Unique Cleaners, Inc.
H. J. Wing
Jerry's Distributing
Westinghouse Electric
White's Funeral Home
S. J. Perry
Eddie Thomas
Dr. Harvey Casebeer
Wheeler Animal Clinic
Bob & Joe's
Peter J. Antoniolo
Joe Dosen
Butte" Dental Arts
Rosenberg Furniture
Shiner's Furniture
Trethewey's Music Box
Holiday Inn.
J. C. Penny Co.
Wein's Clothing Store
Moxom Cafe
Montana Hardware Co.
Dr. E. A. Bartoletti
Harrington's Resturant
Louis H. Lienemann
All State Insurance Co.
Representative Arnold Olsen

SHOP

CORSACES and
~OUTONNIERES

119 West Pork

205 West Park Street
Butte, Montana

Across From The U & I Club

Jo Do and Eileen Flynn

Page Four

Luwanna Marjamma queen contestant

Luwanna Marjamma
LuWanna Marjamma, a sophomore registered in the general
course, was recently elected to
represent Montana Tech in state
competition of the National College Queen Pageant.
Almost every college in Mon-

tana sends a delegate to the
state competition, where a candidate will be chosen to represent Montana in the national
competition held in New York,
Chicago and Florida. The judging is based primarily on academic achievement. LuWanna
will be judged on her leadership ability and community
work.
LuWanna plans to attend
Montana Tech next year and
is a member of A.W.S., W.R.A.,
and enjoys collecting antiques
and sewing. She hopes to bel an
Home Economics teacher.
Miss Marjumaa will represent Tech well in the state
competition, and we hope she
will go on to the national competition to become the nation's
"most outstanding college girl" .

Climbers explain
why people

Coeds lose pounds
at Tech altitude
If you are concerned about
losing weight, attending Montana Tech may be a blessing in
disguise. If you live at any elevation below Montana Tech, as
out on the Flat, you can truthfully say that you lose weight
'every time you go to school.
The catch, of course, is that
you automatically
gain the
weight back when you go home.
But you don't ,have to tell anyone about this minor detail.
The fact that some people
weigh less at Tech than at home
was recently demonstrated by
two students in Geophysical
Engineering, Steve Bauer and
Gary Dunford. They recently
measured the value of gravity
at tht airport and at Montana
Tech to an accuracy of one part
in ten million. As you know,
gravity is the force which holds
you to the ground, producing
your weight. They found that
the value of gravity is lower
at Montana Tech than on the
Flat, hence, a person will weigh
less at Tech.
It is interesting to note. that
the more a person weighs, the
more he loses when he comes
up to Tech. But don't look at
this as the end. of the weight
problem. It will take you two
months to lose an ounce (if you
conveniently forgot to add it on
each time you go home). Also,
if you live above the elevation
of Tech, as in Walkerville, you
will gain weight each time you
come to school. (On the other
hand, you can say you lose
weight each time you go home.)
Although this loss in weight
is small, it can be important.
If you brought your weight in
gold from the airport up to
Tech, it would be worth $1.25
less due to the 'loss in weight.

climh

Recently,
when we interviewed a member of the climbing club and asked him "Why
do you climb", the answers
he gave were not only interesting, but also quite in depth.
The first reason he gave was
the enjoyments that he experienced. This was especially evident in his account of the scenery from the top 6f the mountain. This was the true beauty
of nature according
to the
climber.
The second reason 'given in
answer to the question posed,
was-this. The treks helped the
climbers to obtain a feeling
of confidence. This was necessary because of the dependence
of others upon you and likewise,
through your dependence upon
others you learn to trust them,
Through this aspect of climbing, then, many firm and lasting friendships are founded.
The final answer to the question, "Why do you climb?" ,
was expressed as the feeling of
accomplishment that a climber
perceives
at the summit of
"his" peak. True mountaineers
find climbing a challenge. The
higher the peak involved, the
better. The really high ones,
too, seem ito harbor a mystio
air, realization of which can be
only sought in other sports. To
conquer these mountains, then,
is to achieve much personal
satisfaction.
The climbing club, however
is not 'all talk and no action:
The members
are presently
planning a climbing expedition
to Needles State Park in South
Dakota during the Easter Vacation.
Interested
persons
should attend a meeting- of the
Mountaineeer Club for further
information on climbing.

/

Departments display
equipment, work
(Continued from Page

I

gravity at the airport to determine

coed

1)

ment used in course work and
laboratory work will be on display. Research equipment used
by mining graduates will be
shown and the results of -their
pertinent research
explained.
There will also be short movies
on large diameter drills and
mechanical boring devices used
in the Butte mines.

-Engineering

Sci~nce

The Engineering Science Department will have active laboratory displays in Electric
Machines,
Fluid
Mechanics,
Heat Power, Mechanics of Materials, and Soil Mechanics. The
displays will be in the labs in
the Petroleum Building.
A "Magic Faucet" that dispenses water from mid-air will
be the feature. exhibit of the
Fluid Mechanics Lab. Also in
operation will be the new windtunnel to demonstrate the effect
of air moving across an aircraft wing, an automobile body,
and other objects. In one of the
water flumes will be a scale
model of a dam spillway' with
the phenomena called "hydrauic jump" used to dissipate the
energy of the high velocity
water coming over the dam.
An 'engine test on a onecylinder Briggs and Stratton
engine will be featured by the
Heat Power Lab. Also there will
be a cut-away of an automobile
differential and a transmission,
a refrigeration compressor and
large wall pictures of other engineering machinery.
Actual tests of wood, steel,
and riveted joints will be in
progress in the Mechanics of
Materials laboratory during the
entire exhibit. Also a polarized
light will be used to .demonstrate the phenomena called
photoelasticity.

Robert Ramsey adjusts equipment in preparation
Dressing E-Days exhibit.

for the MineraI

Spelunkers explore caves
A group of spelunkers (cave
explorers) from Montana Tech
recently penetrated the depths
of Rams Horn Cave, near White
Sulpher Springs. The group,
consisting of Bob Lambeth, Terry Nordella, Terry Cox, Dennis
Calton, and Harry Sowers, left
for the cave on Saturday, March
9, and returned to Butte the
following day.
Sowers, a member of the
National Spelogical Society, reported the cave to be unusually
extensive for this area. He described the cave as being one
very large room and several
smaller rooms with massive
and large breakdown. Rocks the
size of a house produced a maze
like effect and created many
very small openings. One opening could be negotiated only
after the removal of all equip-

ment and the help of the rest
of the party in forcing a pers?O
through. The cave had very ht'
tle formation with the exceP
"tion of a few stalagtites an d
popcorn.
/ Both Sowers and Lambetb
advised that anyone pianninJ
to enter the cave to consu
them or some other experienced
spelunker before doing so. TheY
said it would be very easY to
get lost or hurt in the cave.

1

The group has no official club
on campus, but they do take
frequent outings. They are plaO'
ning a trip during spring vac~'
tion to visit Glory Hole Cave )0
the Pryor Mountains. GlorY
Hole is the largest cave in J.V!0
tana. Anyone interested in I11a
ing the trip should contact fiat'
ry Sowers or Bob Lambeth.

Hyppa does Chalcocite research
-Geophysics
The Geophysics Department
display will include a variety
of
geophysical
exploration
equipment. A mobile siesmic
unit will be on display in front
of the petroleum, building and
simulated seismic shots will be'
carried out. Gravimeters, magnetometers, and portable siesmic equipment will be exhibited
in the electronics lab on the
main floor .of the physics building. Field. applications of the
equipment for exploration of
petroleum, and mineral deposits
will be illustrated.

A notable

project among the
elite set seeking masters degrees at Montana Tech is that of
Ray Hyppa. Ray's Thesis project, entitled Separating Science
- The Recovery of Fine Par-

-Mathematics
The Department
of Mathematics plans two kinds of exhibits for E-Days. The first will
be a series of nine mathematical films on such subjects as
limits, integration,
area, volumes, etc. These will include
some short, 8-10 minute films so
that a person may come in at
any time and not wait too long
for the start of the next film.
The-second exhibit will be a
set of statistical and mathematical displays in room 103. These
will be built around the concents of tht slide r'CIle, probability, and Monte Carlo techniques.

-------

Gary Dunford measures
weight loss at Tech.
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"I've a friend I'd like you to
meet."
Athletic girl: "What can he
do?"
Literary girl: "What does he
read?"
Society Girl: "Who is his
family?"
Tech coed: "Where is he?"

Ray Hyppa

-Humanities
The Humanities and Social
Studies department's
display
will emphasize the variety of
subject matter offered in the
department.
There will be a display of
school publications, the Amplifier and the Magma. Also
several examples of written
works published by Professors
in the department will be on
display.
~e language Laboratory will
be 10 operation.

ticulate Chalcocite in proces:
ing Systems, deals with a sP
cialized problem in his field'ol
The problem is this. presellil
concentrating
techniques '~ed
to recover very fine div) e
minerals because of the lar~.
'amounts of surface energy) r
volved in them. This high ~U0
face energy tends to draW )0!!l
from the solution and conta to
in ate the mineral surface~ ttY
the extent that the cheI11)sst,
of the surface reactions is "aW
ly changed. Ray's researchdifY
volves attempting
to rno pat
separation techniques S? t!!l'
ionic influences are minlI111l
ized.
. piog
One method of accomplIS Jee'
this involves reducing the ~cJe
trical charge on the partl to.
surface to zero or near Z~ll('
This would reduce the hl,g~rJli~
face
energy
and mIn) t jt
surface contamination,
bU atr
also reduces a tendency to fOJ
sorb the reagents necessarYals,
recovery
of the miners B
Hence, mineral particles ~J1o
product of this method c~ f!O'
be recovered by the usua uW
tation techniques. Here erJlsio
ion flotation, or flotation Ulied
oil, can be successfully aPP tt
This specialized procedure
pares the mineral surface;sofP'
is necessary for proper a
tion.

~oo
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Poets' Corner
The Open Road
The ~pen road, hard and long,
. Nostrils full of the sweet smell of tar,
And exhaust, and wind.
He is free on the road, free with the air
Sweating with the high sun, shivering in the night breeze
And choking with it all. '
'
Metal and glass roaring by, pushing him aside
Machines breathing his air and throwing it back at him
Black and hot.
Eyes burning, and lungs aching, he is free,
And Choking with it all.
Bill Nettles

Words about Suns
Church and Shadow
One winter afternoon
I walked home.
West it was.
'Into the sun.
The sun was burning out
It burnt cold.
Without flame
But still it threw
Its last faint echoheat
Far across.
Bluewhite sky
Arid warmed my face.
The saffron sun for me.
Cold, but warm.
West it was.
Low in the west.
In our town they've built a church
Of sparkling, gleaming stone.
Great and white and clean and bright
It Iooks like God's own throne.
'
M~n and women cO,me to pray'
WIth humble, awe filled air.
Priests and' bishops say the mass
For those who gather there.

~ghlights of the Engineers' Ball, March 23. Top left: Professor shoots bull with the boys. Top
right: Billy Williams displays the best beard. Middle left: Bill Daily won the contest for the bestgroomed beard. Middle right: Best faculty beard was worn by Dr. Goebel. Lower left: John
Sutey receives prize for best try. Lower right: Honey cart was borrowed to grace the entrance
~f the S.U.B. Credit for this masterpiece goes to the Southwingers. (Photos by Pete Knudsen)

Dr. Smiths books given to library

Worlds respect this great white" church
~he worlds of men, at least.'
' '
Halleluja! Praise to God!"
A home for humble priests.

Hippie' Hints

I passed the wondrous church.
Here is a special tip for you
it rose high.
New references will soon be student bodv, but also by the
beginners in the art of transVery high,
teachers
at
Tech.
The
collection
available in the library on the
was donated by his heirs, and cendental meditation. Many of
Blocking the sun.
Subjects of Math, Psychology,
will be ready for our use as you may be having problems in
, and Philosdnhv. These books
the realization of the ultimate
I shivered. Very cold.
were among the reference books soon as they are cataloged.
eletrical banana. Obviously this
Friendsun gone
oWned by the late Dr. Adam J.
level should not be attempted,
From the great shawdow
~tnith. The collection was taken
unless one has reached the level
Cast by the great church.
Stratigraphy class
rom Dr. Smith's office and
of negative zero patterns, which
Bob Chew
apartment and stored .under the take trips
can only be brought on through
sUpervision of Mr. Thomas
The stratigraphy
c Iass,
defluxation
of one's cosmic
~eilY. Mr. Keily turned the colection over to Montana Tech taught by Dr. Hugh Dresser of stimuli. The solution as you
has have probably
guessed, •is
t
th~'ough Henry McClernan who the geology department,
for
State
Farm
Healy's
Barber
Shop
recently
taken
two
field
trips
simple.
,
~lth Ray Martin moved the
and has future plans for sev-As
you are standing on' your
INSURANCE
Ind
ooks to our library.
'
head, preparing for the final
see
11Dr. Adam Smith came to eral more,
House of Beauty
DON ULRICH
The trips usually take a half phase of de-metamorphosis
of
ontana Tech in 1943. He headLee, J'an, Joey, Terry.& Margaret
~d the Math Department from day, the first of which was to the existence factor, keep in
Room 512
Medical Arts, Bldg.
57% W. Broadway 723-3285
Nuly, 1954 until his death in Jefferson Canyon where the stu- mind the words of the great
ovember, 1966. He was an in- dents observed the Lahood For- Guru, Khana Plai Tue. "Plastic
mation, and the second trip was reaction is the result of the
fenius man, and is well remem"TRY DOWNEY
FIRST"
Ellis Office Supply
Ser~d by the Juniors
and to the Southern Elk Horn Mount- indivisible joke rays which inains,
where
the
Flathead
Formfect
the
cerebrum
from
transDOWNEY
DRUC
ellIors for his "class 'comALSO
RELIABLE DRUCCISTS
Tents". Dr. Smith was an excel- ation was observed. The future fixed sources." With this helpENGINEERING
SUPPLIES
trips
include
Jefferson
Canyon
ful
wisdom
from
the
master,
PHONES
t~nt chess player and at one
Phone
723-8383
792-1235 and 792- 1236
and several to the Big Hole Riv- coupled with your own high
ltne was the state champion.
1751 Harrison Ave.
Butte, Mont.
129 N. Main
Butte
frequency counter-rythmic unDr. Smith's collection is well er East of Glenn.
The
obi
ect
of
the
trips
is
to
dulations
you
should
be
well
~reciated
not only by the·
,
.
J,.
k units and on, the way to the pathos zone,
examine various roc
' where undoubtedly you will beRon's Gamble's Store
the environments and
THPMAS'
'!'here was a small college, determine
mode of deposition of the units. .gin to feel the static aura of the
they say
Marina
ultimate electrical banana.
SMART STYLES
With probiems with students Attending the last two field trips
FOR
MARINE
SUPPLIES
were Dr. Dresser and his son
one day.
CAMPUS
WEAR
1645 Harrison
Ave.
,
Douglas, Bob Chenery. Bob
~~ President said,
68 W. Park
Ph. 723-8408
Miller, Karl Pack, Clare PogreHorgan isn't cheap. . . we , Butte
Montana
I Let's not lose our head
ba, Jeffrey Russell, and' Wayne are all spend thrifts.
L-_-,I
gnore them and they'll' go
aWay."
Peterson.
INSU

__
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Wein's

Clothing

Store

LEVI CASUALS
Arrow iIInd Van Heusen Shirt.
J.lntnn
SWeiliters

._

lS E. PiII,k

Phone

723·3504

WILHELM
,FLOWER SHOP
Broadway at Montana
Phone 792-3695
FINLEN FLOWER SHOP
Hotel Finlen-Phone
723-7491

OSSELLO'S
926 S. Ariltona
Phone

723-6552

GEO. STEELE CO. INC.
42 W.

Broadway

RADIOS - STEREO - T.V.
Phone

792-4231,

Butte

PuR
DRUG

37 W. PARK
Butte's Largest Selection
of After Shave Lotions
& Cologne
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LEIFER,CARtSON ALL- CON_FERENCE'
Orediggers ready for season
The Montana Tech' Orediggers
are now in full swing preparing
for the opening game of the
Frontier Conference.' Tech will
open their season at home
against the Rocky Mountain
College Bears on April 13. The
team then has two games with
Eastern and two with Western.
Those members who made
the first cut were John Sutey,
Wally O'Connell, Dan Mcveigh,

season as an Oredigger. He will
be one of the big helps in this
season's move for a winning
season. Wally O'Connell is also
playing his last season as an
Oredigger hurler. Jack Humphrey and John Cohlhepp are.
first-year men on the mound
and will be assets on this year's
team.
The other positions on the
team are still tenative with
some of the returning lettermen
having top choice at some of the
positions.
With the returning lettermen
Games in the singles tourn- and the first year men, the
batting power should be bolstament got under way' recently
with the following men having ered, and the defense strenghwon their first games: Ocks, .ened. This should raise the possibility for conference victories
O'Farrell,
Kavran,
Hartsell,
Wing, McCaffery, R. McLaugh- to a new high at Montana Tech,
lin, Martin, M. McLaughlin, and
Bartels.
First round games
which
have not been played yet will
pair: Lee vs. Sutey ; Blair vs ..
Angove; Nicholls vs. Corak,
Wallace vs. Doherty; Hoffman
vs. Klobucar; Lester vs. Daily;
Miners Bank
and Cavanaugh vs. Moriarity.
The first round of the singles
of Montano
must be played by March 25,
second round by April 19, third
by April 29, and fourth by May
, 6 and the championship should
LJSAF Loans
be decided by May 13.
Mike Marinovich, Phil' Nichols,
Ron Verbeck, Tom Williams,
Bud McEnaney, Bill Georgs,
Mike Corak, Ron Duran, Bill
Freeman, Gary O'Farrell, Gary
Vavrosky, John Cohlhepp,Jack
Humphrey, Jim Werner, and
Mike McLaughlin.
Pitchers this year will be JohJ;1
Sutey, Wally O'Connell, Jack
Humphrey, and John Cohlhepp.
John Sutey is playing his last

-Handballers active in singles, doubles

'in

Action
the tournament is
approaching
conclusion with
only a few games remaining
to decide the champions. In upcoming games O'Farrell- MeVeigh
will play' VauroskyJim Leifer and Gary Carlson watch the birdie. Both were rated
George and the victor will meet
honorable mention All-Conference for their fine playing.
the winners of the Lee-Blair
Montana Tech's Jim Leifer the Eastern Montana College and Sutey-Angove game to deand Gary Carlson were named Yellowjackets,
was
named termine who will go into the
championship from the upper
honorable mention All-Co~fer- coach of the year.
ence at the winter meeting 'of
The second team' All-Confer- bracket. The lower bracket will
the Frontier Conference. The ence was comprised of Bob be decided when Bartels-Hoffmeeting was held in Bozeman Parsley, Northern Montana Col- man play Daily-Crowley with
on, Friday, March 15.
lege; Mike Fogarty,
Rocky the winner moving into the
Leading the balloting were Mountain College; Jim Bab- championship.
Arnie Anderson of Carroll Col- cock, Eastern Montana College;
lege and Ernie Fortney of East- Steve Johnson, Northern MonDon't Take Our Wor!1 For it
ern Montana. Rounding off the tana College and Don Russell
Come In and See
first team were Jim Soft of of Eastern.
Other players who made honEastern,
Gary Warhank and
BILL'S MEN SHOP
Clay Robinson of Western.
orable mention were Jim Krav29 WEST PARK
__
Mike' Harkin. the cO(l_ch of ik of Northern and Mike Griffin
For the Latest In Men's Apparel
of Western.

a

Two leagues formed
for men's volleyball

Mixed volleyball
The' mens volleyball teams
are divided into two leagues.
now in action
(
The championship will be de- .
Volleyball
games
between
cided on April 29 when the top
two teams in each league meet teams made up of members of
both sexes have been under
in playoff
games.
Current
way for several weeks. Current.
Standings are:
standings are:
FIRST LEACUE
Engineers III
Tapakegabrew
Theta Tau
Boedeckers Bombers
Ml'mbotfln Bombers
Cabo
Creen Bananas
SECOND LEACUE

W
3
3
2

-

L
0
I
I

2
3
0 - .3
I

W
4
3
2
2
2

Rho Boats
Amf's
No Namers
TJPP
Circle K
Snoopy's Squadron
Faculty
Lagnaf's

0

---In Africa the natives

L

-

0

MEMBER
ORDER OF THE GOLDEN

Psvehedelle
Syndrome
Triple Trio
Peaches and Fuss
Ramblin Wrecks
Lagnafs

-

I
I

o -

3

I - 2

THE
YARN
SHOP

2
2
2
3
4

PHONE

307 W. Park ~t'eet
PHONE 723-6531

•

"Why is it no one sleeps

in

8 o'clock math lectures?"
"I dunno."
"Because they are all sleeping
at home."

•

No Charge
Checking

on Student
Accounts

DRESS RIGHT
YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO

,17 N. Main
Chuck Richards

Butte
Remo Rochelle

r----T-W-O-C-O-O-D-N-A-M-E-S-------,

NEWMAN'S

BOOTERY

SERVING

'!::QY

IS OUR BUSINESS

76 E. Patk

MONTANA'S
LEADING
STORE FOR
MEN AND BOYS

792-6841

Skaggs Drug Cen'ter

·WHAT ABOUT TOMORROW?

SERVE YOURSELF and PAY LESS,

27 W. Park St. Phone 792-1244
3100 Harrison Ave.
Phone 723-4363

Colonial Cake

.Shop
1815 HARRISON AVE.

The
.TOGGERY
111 N. Main

What you learn today may well determine what our
nation accomplishes tomorrow. Today's classrooms-both
at the school and in the field-are
training men who
will lead us into the future.
The strength and growth of a nation-and
indeed the
world-rests
upon how well and how Wisely its resources
are developed and utilized.
Mineral resources are a prime example. The future
of our country depends to a great degree upon the
intelligent management of our valuable minerals. The
knowledge gained today may well be the brightest hope
we have to insure that tomorrow will hold the promise of
a good life for all men.
.

RULE

METALS BANK & TRUST COMPANY
BUTTE, MONTANA
\

our advertisers

W
L
2 - 0
2 - 0

113 West Park

beat the
ground with . clubs and utter
blood-curdling yells. Anthropologists call this primitive expression. I suppose that's what
it is, even if you divide it up
into 18 holes.

Sayatovic- White's
Funeral Home

Spastics

Richards and Rochelle

Buy from

ANACONDA"A Partner

in Montana's

Progress"

-

